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ABSTRACT To test our present quantitative knowledge of nicotinic transmission, we recon-
struct the postsynaptic conductance change that results after a presynaptic nerve terminal
liberates a quantum of acetylcholine (ACh) into the synaptic cleft. The theory assumes that
ACh appears suddently in the cleft and that its subsequent fate is determined by radial
diffusion, by enzymatic hydrolysis, and by binding to receptors. Each receptor has one channel
and two ACh binding sites; the channel opens when both sites are occupied and the
rate-limiting step is the binding and dissociation of the second ACh molecule. The calculations
reproduce the experimentally measured growth phase (200 ,s), peak number of open. channels
(2,000), and exponential decay phase. The time constant of the decay phase exceeds the
channel duration by =20%. The normal event is highly localized: at the peak, two-thirds of the
open channels are within an area of 0.15 sm2. This represents 75% of the available channels
within this area. The model also simulates voltage and temperature dependences and effects of
inactivating esterase and receptors. The calculations show that in the absence of esterase,
transmitter is buffered by binding to receptors and the postsynaptic response can be
potentiated.
INTRODUCTION
Recent experiments provide quantitative data on several aspects of cholinergic transmission to
muscle fibers and to electroplaques (reviewed by Gage, 1976; Steinbach and Stevens, 1976).
To test the completeness of our knowledge, we have attempted to model the postsynaptic
conductance change that results when the presynaptic terminal liberates a quantum of
acetylcholine (ACh) into the synaptic cleft. The calculations were also undertaken to
illuminate several questions, not yet subject to direct experiments, concerning the detailed
spatial and temporal profile of receptor activation, esterase activity, and transmitter spread
during the quantal event.
In our formulation, acetylcholine appears suddenly in the synaptic cleft; and its subsequent
fate is determined by diffusion in the plane of the synaptic cleft, by enzymatic hydrolysis, and
by binding to receptors. Previous investigators studied special cases that allow for solutions by
analytic methods (Gage, 1976) or by analog computers (Rosenberry, 1979); their results have
begun to describe how these processes shape the quantal response. We sought to extend this
picture to more general conditions and therefore employed numerical methods. Our work
borrows heavily from earlier models (Eccles and Jaeger, 1958; Kordas, 1972a,b; Magleby and
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Stevens, 1972a,b; Steinbach and Stevens, 1976; Jakopin and Kordas, 1977; Matthews-
Bellinger and Salpeter, 1978).
We have devoted particular attention to three important characteristics of the normal
quantal response. First, the growth phase lasts =200,us (Gage and McBurney, 1975; Lester et
al., 1978). Second, 1,000-2,000 receptor channels are open at the peak of the quantal response
(Katz and Miledi, 1972; Anderson and Stevens, 1973). Finally, the declining phase has an
exponential time-course, and under appropriate conditions the time constant equals the
average lifetime of open channels-typically, 0.5-10 ms. These characteristics are altered by
various well-characterized pharmacological and electrophysiological manipulations; and in
several cases our model simulates such effects.
THEORY
The Fundamental Assumptions
Tables I and II define the symbols used throughout this paper. Both sub- and superscripts will
be used; letter superscripts do not denote powers.
GEOMETRY The synaptic cleft is represented as the space within the disc of height
H and radius R, bounded at the top by the membrane of the nerve terminal and at the bottom
by that of the postsynaptic cell. The radial coordinate r is the distance, measured parallel to
the membranes, from the axis of this disc. The cleft is open to the external solution at the
edge.
RELEASE MECHANISM Very little is known about the spatial and temporal details of
transmitter release during a single quantal event. We simply assume that at time t = 0 all the
transmitter in a quantium appears instantaneously in the synaptic cleft as a radially
symmetric distribution (see Initial and Boundary Conditions, below).
The subsequent fate of ACh, in our calculations, is determined by three processes:
diffusion, interaction with esterase, and interaction with receptors. Radially symmetric
equations describe these processes. Furthermore, we remove the vertical coordinate by
assuming that ACh mixes instantaneously along the height of the cleft.
ca(r, t) Oa(r, t)1dca(r, t) 1 ca(r, t) (1)
At clt Jdiffusion + At Jesterase + At Jreceptors.
For simplicity, we omit the (r, t) from equations below.
DIFFUSION We assume that Ach's diffusion coefficient does not depend on concen-
tration. The diffusion term becomes, simply:
cla1D(02a Ila (A
AtJdiffusion lr + r (1A)
INTERACTION WITH ESTERASE We assume that catalytic sites of acetylcholinester-
ase (E) are present at a uniform density, eo. Acetylcholine (A) can bind to these sites and
undergo hydrolysis. A simplified version of this scheme is:
A + E + H20 k,- AE k3- E + acetate + choline + H+. (2)
Here AE represents several intermediate states that interconvert rapidly (Rosenberry, 1975)
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and cannot bind additional ACh. Therefore,
cla1i(o-e'a(Bdt jesterase =-k1(eo-eA)a (1B)
and
etA (eo- eA)a - k3eA. (3)Ot
The density of ACh that has been removed by the esterase, ah, is the sum of the
esterase-bound and hydrolyzed ACh densities. One has:
aah cla1
dt dt jesterase- (7)
INTERACTION WITH RECEPTORS We assume that receptors (R) are present at a
density, c0, in the postsynaptic membrane, and that they bind ACh reversibly. Each receptor
has one channel and two binding sites for ACh. The channel opens if and only if both sites are
occupied; and the rate-limiting step in channel opening and closing is the binding and
dissociation of the second ACh molecule (see, for instance, Sheridan and Lester, 1977).
2k+j k+2
2A + R. A + AR== A2R*. (4)
kI,2k-2
The state A2R* has an open channel.
a] p = -2k+1(co -c-c")a - k+2c'a + k_c, + 2k2C" (IC)
and
Oc'
= 2k+I(c0 - c' - c")a + 2k2c" - k+2cIa - k,c'; (5A)Oit
Oc"
= k+2c'a - 2k2c", (5B)
The density ofACh bound to receptors is:
ab(r, t) = c'(r, t) + 2c"(r, t). (6)
Initial and Boundary Conditions
ZERO TIME At t = 0 (the instant of quantal release) the densities eA, cl, c"', and ah
are zero everywhere: i.e., all esterase and receptor sites are free, all channels are closed, and no
ACh has been hydrolyzed. We assume that the initial ACh density is:
a - + I iO.<r- V
a(r, 0) = (8)
00 if r > V.
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If the initial ACh density is contained within the radius of the synaptic vesicle, Vbecomes the
"vesicle radius." Eq. 8 is used because it approximates a Gaussian distribution and because its
spatial integral can be obtained analytically. The scaling factor a is calculated from V and
from AO, the number of molecules released:
3Ao
a =7V2 (9)
EDGE OF THE CLEFT We assume that transmitter diffuses away rapidly when it
reaches the edge of the cleft, that is,
a(R, t) =0 (10)
for all t. This condition forces the other density functions to zero at r = R for all t.
Summary ofEquations to be Solved
Radially symmetric functions are obtained by numerical integration of the coupled system of
equations:
cla cla1cla1cla1
at =t jdiffusion + at esterase + lt|receptors. (1)
claDa[`a IlOal (lA)
ct jdiffusion cl[r2 + r dr
cla1k e 'a(B
at jesterase =-k1(e0-eA)a (1B)
t receptors
-2k+,(co - c'- c")a - k+2c'a + k c' + 2k2C" (1C)
= 2k+1(co - c- c")a + 2k-2C - k+2c'a - k-Ic; (5A)
dt = k+2ca - 2k-2cI, (5B)
= k1 (eo- eA)a - k3eA. (3)
at dt 1
subject to the initial and boundary conditions, Eqs. 8-10.
These equations are solved to yield density functions of r and t, as in Fig. 2 below. It is often
interesting to know the spatial integrals of these densities, as in Fig. 1 below. In particular, the
important quantity,
C"I(t) = 27r f cII(r, t)rdr,
is tne total number of receptor channels in the open state at time t. This function gives the
waveform of the miniature postsynaptic current recorded with a focal external electrode or
with a voltage-clamp circuit. The magnitude of the current is the product of C", the
single-channel conductance, and the electrochemical driving force.
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TABLE I
VARIABLES OF THE CALCULATION
Variables Symbol Unit
Independent
Radius r ,um
Time t ms
Dependent Density (per Mm2) Spatial integral
Free ACh a(r,t) A(t)
Bound acetylcholinesterase sites (AE) eA(r,t) EA(t)
ACh eliminated by esterase ak(r,t) Ah(t)
Singly bound receptors (AR) c(r,t) C'(t)
Doubly bound receptors (A2R*) c"(r,t) C"'(t)
ACh bound to receptors ab(r,t) Ab(t)
ACh diffused from cleft* Ad(t)
*Calculated from Ad(t) - AO- A(t) - Ah(t) - Ab(t).
NUMERICAL METHODS
We used a "mini" computer (Nova 2, Data General Corp., Westboro, Mass.) equipped with 32K core
storage and software multiply/divide. The program is written in BASIC with simple extensions to allow
X-Y plotting through digital-to-analog converters. The program runs under the Diskette Operating
System.
Notation
Letf (r, t) represent any of the densities (Table I), and let F(t) represent the spatial integral off (r, t).
If br and bt are radial and time increments respectively, then we define:
r,= ibr, (i = O, 1, 2, . . ., N)
tj = zj a.j,
fij = f(ri, ti),
and
The integers i andj are the radial and temporal indices, respectively, and N is the total number of radial
intervals. The time increment from tj to tj,1 is btj. (Because the time increments are often changed, tj #j&t.) For each time index,j, the radial density array is the collection of valuesfij where i - 0, 1,.. , N.
Strategy
The densities are calculated as radial arrays for each time value. At t - 0 (i.e., j = 0) the initial
conditions specify all five radial density arrays. Finite difference methods are used to extrapolate new
sets of radial density arrays at t - 5t0, t2 = 6tO + btl, etc. In the discussion that follows, the index "'j"
denotes a known array or array element (i.e., at time tj); the index "j+ 1"' denotes an unknown (to be
calculated) array or array element; for simplicity we usually omit the subscript from btj.
Computing the Radial Density and Spatially Integrated Arrays
The steps in the computation of the arrays f(r,t) and F(t) are summarized by the sequence: (a) set
initial conditions and initial At; (b) calculate spatial integrals of radial density arrays to obtain Aj, Aj,
Cj, Cj', and EjA; (c) extrapolate tentative values for c,,j+,, c,j+1, and eAj,, i -0, .. . ,N- 1; (d) solve for
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a,I+,, i - , . . . , N - 1, using known densitiesf,J and values calculated in (c); (e) if necessary, change Sr
and repeat (c) and (d); (f) using a1,j and ai,j+,, calculate a,^,j+, and corrected values for C,J+,, cl,j+,, and
e,,+ for all i = 0, .. , N - 1; (g) increase t by bt, test bt, and change if necessary; (h) repeat (starting
with step b) for the next time step.
We now provide details of these steps and discuss the accuracy of the solution.
Spatial Integration ofthe Radial Density Arrays.
F, is calculated as the volume under the surface of revolution defined byf,j. For each odd-indexed radius
r1, a parabola is fit tofj, j, and f1+,,j; the theorem of Pappus is used to compute the incremental
volume.
Solvingfor a
An implicit finite difference approximation to Eq. 1 is used to extrapolate ai,j+, from ai,j (Crank, 1975;
Smith, 1965). The diffusion, receptor, and esterase terms are replaced by weighted averages of their
finite difference approximations at the!" andj+ I' time points:
-jat, _= (1 - 0) (Xi,j + Yi,j + Zi,j) + (X(ij+, + Yij+I, + zij+(I1)1 )St
where 6 is the weighting factor, and Xij, Yj,j, and Z,,, are approximations at ri and tj to the diffusion,
receptor, and esterase terms, respectively.
r D [(2i + I)a,+,,j- 4ia,,, + (2i - I)aj_,,j] if i > 0;
Xij 2i(Sr)2 (12)
4D (al,j - ao,j) if i = 0;
Yjj= -2k+,(co- c!,,-c a,j)a1-k+-Ck2c aij+ k-Ic + 2k-2c5,; (13)
Zi,j= -k,(eo - eA,)a,j. (14)
We find that 0 must exceed somewhat the theoretical value of one-half to assure stability (Smith, 1965),
probably because of the numerous changes made in bt and br throughout a calculation. For most
calculations, the value 0 = 0.7 served well. Eqs. 11-14 relate unknown densities at time tj+, to their
known values at tj. For c', c", and eA, unknown densities are tentatively extrapolated from their known
values by using a first-order Runge-Kutta method (step c of algorithm):
fj= Of,j * bt +f,. (15)
At each radius r,,j+ , the remaining unknowns are a_lj+ ,, a,j+ , and ai+ ,j+i. As i takes on all values from
0 to N - 1, Eq. 11 generates a system of N equations in N unknowns. This is solved (using Gauss'
elimination method) to calculate the new radial array for a at tj+, (step d).
Solvingfor c', c", eA, and ah
After step e, the ACh radial density arrays (a,,j and a,,+,) are known. These values are then used to
extrapolate ah and to correct the values of cI, cn, and eA caculated from Eq. 15. The coupled system of
Eqs. 5A and B is solved by assuming that a = (a,j + aij+,)/2 over the time interval [tj, tj+,J.
j= [1,.j+(X+ M4) + tj+A - m4)]/m3
cj = V.+1 + tj+l, (16)
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where:
=
+{[cI.im3 + 2 : - A) + exp (X,Ot) -
X± = '/2{MI + M4 ± [(im + m4)2 - 4(mM4 -M2m3)]1/21
= 2k+2k+1a2cO/(X+-_ ),
and
mI = 2k+I - k+2)a - k_1; M2 = 2(k-2 - k+1a); M3 = k+2a; M4 = -2k2.
To solve Eq. 3 we assume that a varies linearly over [tj, tj+ ]. Then:
eiAJ+ - eo + exp [6l(Ot + 02)2] {(e'i - eo) exp (#I 2)
-k3eO fexp [,1(t + 02)] dt}, (17)
where:
, = k,(a,j+,-aij)12t-
and
(2 = (ka,,j + k3)/2(#1.
The definite integral remaining in Eq. 17 is evaluated by Simpson's method.
Eq. 7 may now be integrated directly, assuming linear variation of both a and e' over the time
interval. The solution is:
h k1bt1
a = a,,j + 2 [(eo - eij.) (a,1j + a,,j+) + (eAJ- ei.+I)(a1,j + 2ai,+1)], (18)
which completes step f. The methods presented above (Eqs. 16-18) are used because the computer's
limited storage capacity precludes the use of predictor-corrector methods.
Selection ofbr
Radial accuracy is governed primarily by the fixed parameter N, the number of radial intervals. This
number is constant during a calculation, but br changes to satisfy the following considerations. The
radial densities of interest are highly localized at early times (e.g., V = R/20 for the standard event),
necessitating a small value for br (=1 nm). But the densities spread by roughly an order of magnitude as
ACh diffuses, allowing larger values of br at later times without loss of accuracy (Or 10 nm during the
decay phase).
The following procedure is used to choose the appropriate br. The calculations begin with a temporary
boundary radius R' = 2V; the radial increment is br = R'/N. At step e for each time point, R' and br are
increased if a significant amount of ACh has diffused nearly to R'. Let n equal the integer part of 0.95
N. Then, if a,,,+ > a0 / 1,000, R' and br are doubled. The new radial arrays are filled with the
even-indexed elements from the previous arrays and with zeroes at radii greater than the previous value
of R'. This doubling continues until the new value of R' would exceed the cleft radius R. At this point, R'
is permanently set to R, Or is increased proportionally, and the new radial arrays are constructed using a
linear interpolation procedure.
Selection ofbt
Similar considerations dictate the use of small values for bt initially (=1 ns) and allow stepwise increases
with no loss of accuracy (to 0.2 ms near the end of the decay phase). For each time point at step g,
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fractional changes in a, c', and c" are tested and compared with a fixed parameter Q, (0 < Q, < 1). If any
of the following conditions are met, bt is too large and will be halved before computation continues; if
none are met when 2 bt is tested, bt is doubled: (1) a,,j, < (1 - Q,)a1,j; (2) 0c',j1/Ot > 0 and (c!,j,l -
c!'j) > Q,(co - c,j); (3) cc',j/ct < 0 and c',j+, < (1 - Q,)ci,,j; (4) and (5) are the analogs to (2) and
(3), for c". The unknowns, c,,1 and c1,,j+I required for these tests are extrapolated using Eq. 15 and the
St being tested; the unknown ai j,I is extrapolated using the tested bt and an explicit form of Eq. 11 with a
second-order term,
a =,j+- an,} + 6t + 26t )(Xij + Yij +Zi,) + (t (a,j}, - a,,j).
Accuracy
Error estimates can be obtained by allowing N to grow very large and Q, to approach zero; this forces the
increments br and bt to approach zero. We verified that the results converge to the same values as those
obtained with slower, fully numerical (first- and second-order Runge-Kutta) solutions. For our
algorithms, the Q, - 0.05, N - 180 solution differs from the Q, - 0.1, N - 150 solution by <0.5% in all
arrays. Therefore, the former solution is in error by < 0.5% in all the variables. However, this accuracy
level requires 20 h to calculate a 3-ms simulation. We usually use Q, = 0.2, N = 50; calculations require
1-2 h for most simulations and the error is < 2%.
RESULTS
The "Standard" Quantal Event
ASSUMED PARAMETERS These are given in Table II, with appropriate references.
The values have been selected or extrapolated to apply to frog muscle at a membrane potential
of -85 mV and a temperature of 250C (see Steinbach and Stevens, 1976). In the Discussion
we comment further on these values. At this point, however, we note our arbitrary assumption
that ACh diffuses in the synaptic cleft at a rate of 3 x 10-6 cm2/s, or l/3-1/2 its rate in free
solution (Dreyer and Peper, 1974; Dionne, 1976). This assumption could well be an
overestimate, because a diffusion constant of 10-6 cm2/s characterizes several small aromatic
amines in 8% gelatin at 250C (Levenson, 1977). ACh's diffusion in the cleft could be slowed
further by binding to hyaluronate groups of the basement membrane.
We also have little information on the rates that characterize the binding of the first ACh
molecule to a receptor, k+,. Sheridan and Lester (1977) have given arguments for assuming
that these rates exceed k+2 by at least fivefold, and we have adopted this lower limit. Of more
importance for the calculations is the equilibrium constant for this step, k_1/2k+,. We have
assumed that this equals 25 ,uM, or roughly the same as the equilibrium constant for the
second binding (2k-2/k+2 = 33 ,uM).
The cleft height, H, determines the constant of proportionality between the surface
densities and volume densities. For the assumed standard value of 0.05 Mum, 30,100
molecules/,Mm2 corresponds to a concentration of 1 mM.
RADIALLY INTEGRATED TEMPORAL PLOTS The quantal event may be summarized
by temporal plots of the total number of singly and doubly bound receptor molecules (Fig. 1a)
and of transmitter molecules in all possible states (Fig. lb). The computed evolution of open
channels agrees well with the rather variable experimental voltage-clamp data on miniature
postsynaptic currents. (a) The response rises to a peak in = 200 Mus; the "growth time"
(20-80% of peak) is 65 us (Gage and McBurney, 1975; Lester et al., 1978). (b) At its peak,
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TABLE II
ASSUMED PARAMETERS OF THE STANDARD QUANTAL EVENT
Parameter Symbol Value References
Physical dimensions
Vesicle radius V 0.025 ,m Heuser and Reese, 1973; Peper et al., 1974
Cleft radius R 0.5 ,um
Cleft height H 0.05 jtm
Acetylcholine
Molecules in a vesicle AO 10,000 Kuffler and Yoshikami, 1975; Fletcher and
Forrester, 1975
Diffusion constant D 3 x 10-6cm2s See text
Acetylcholinesterase
Density eo 2,600 sites/(pum)2 Matthews-Bellinger and Salpeter, 1978
Forward binding rate k, 2 x 10' M-'s-' Rosenberry, 1975
Turnover rate k3 1.6 x 104s' Rosenberry, 1975
Receptors
Density c0 12,000/(Mm)2 Matthews-Bellinger and Salpeter, 1978t;
J. E. Heuser§
First forward binding rate 2k+, 3 x 10' M's-' See text
First dissociation rate k_, 7.5 x 10's-' See text
Second forward binding rate k+2 3 x 10' M-'s-' Sheridan and Lester, 1977
Second dissociation rate 2k-2 103s-' Sheridan and Lester, 1977; Steinbach and
Stevens, 1976
*Value appropriate to mouse muscle.
tAssuming two a-bungarotoxin sites per receptor channel.
§Density of membrane particles in rotary-shadowed freeze-fracture data.2
the quantal event involves = 2,060 channels (Katz and Miledi, 1972; Anderson and Stevens,
1973). (c) The response decays exponentially with time; the rate constant (0.82 ms-';
least-squares fit to the logarithm of the response) is close to that (2k-2 = 1 ms-') for channel
closing (Magleby and Stevens, 1972a,b; Anderson and Stevens, 1973; Neher and Sakmann,
1975; Sheridan and Lester, 1975, 1977).
a
bound (Cl)
ms
nI
FIGURE I (a) Singly and doubly bound receptors during the standard quantal event; (b) fate of the
10,000 transmitter molecules released into the synaptic cleft at the beginning of the standard quantal
event. Radially integrated temporal plots.
2Heuser, J. E. Personal communication.
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Singly bound receptors have closed channels. Singly bound receptors are present in large
numbers throughout the quantal event (Fig. la), usually outnumbering doubly bound
receptors. As explained in greater detail below, the two populations have quite different
spatial distributions.
By the time the response has reached its peak (207 Ms), only 517 of the original 10,000 ACh
molecules remain free in the synaptic cleft (Fig. lb). This result agrees with the conjecture of
Magleby and Stevens (1972a,b). An additional 484 molecules are bound to acetylcholinester-
ase (not shown). However, a much larger number (6,677 molecules) are bound to receptors, in
agreement with the conclusions of Katz and Miledi (1973), Magleby and Terrar (1975), and
Hartzell et al. (1975). This point is discussed in greater detail below.
At all times, enzymatic hydrolysis removes more transmitter from the cleft than does
diffusional loss. The exact ratios depend on several of the parameters (see below), but for the
'standard event" one may summarize with the statement that after 3 ms, 6,955 ACh
molecules have been destroyed by hydrolysis; 2,083 have diffused away at the edge of the
cleft; 932 are still bound to receptors; and a few dozen more are bound to esterase or free in
the cleft.
ISOCHRONOUS RADIAL PLOTS Such plots provide the most detailed view of the
calculated results (Fig. 2). The various densities change quite rapidly during the first 1 ,us or
so. During this time, events depend strongly on the parameters of the initial ACh distribution;
we possess no relevant experimental data on this point. After the first 5 ,s, similar radial plots
result from all reasonable values for the initial distribution and we therefore start our
description at 6 As.
At the earliest times, singly bound receptors predominate over doubly bound receptors
(open channels) at all radii, but doubly bound receptors increase rapidly and by 6,Ms (Fig. 2a)
the latter predominate up to a radius of 0.075,m (encompassing only 212 total receptors). At
all times the doubly bound receptors have their highest density at the point of release; but the
distribution of singly bound receptors forms an annulus that broadens and travels outward
radially. At radii > 0.3 Am there are always more singly than doubly bound receptors.
When the response is at its peak, 2/3 of the 2,057 open channels are located within 0.221 Mm
of the origin. Because this radius encompasses 1,841 total receptors, 74.5% of them are
activated. When the response has declined to 1/2 its peak value (1.2 ms) a slightly larger
radius-0.24 Mm-contributes 2/3 of the response. Thus the calculations provide quantitative
support for recent suggestions that (a) a quantum of ACh activates most receptors within a
small area; and that (b) this small area accounts for most of the response (Hartzell et al.,
1975; Fertuck and Salpeter, 1976; Lester et al., 1978; Matthews-Bellinger and Salpeter,
1978).
The maximal velocity of ACh hydrolysis is the enzyme density times the deacylation rate
k3, or 4.16 x 104 molecules/(ms . Mm2). This velocity is approached for ACh concentrations
high enough to saturate the esterase binding sites. Such is the case at early times near the
release point; indeed, the local ACh concentration is so high that only a small fraction of the
transmitter molecules can be hydrolyzed before binding to receptors (Fertuck and Salpeter,
1976, 1978; Rosenberry, 1979). After =200 us, the ACh concentration at the origin falls
below the value for half-maximal velocity (k3/k, = 80 Mm = 2,400 molecules/Mm2);
enzymatic removal is then best described as a first-order process with a rate constant equal to
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the esterase density times the forward binding rate kl, or 17.2 ms-'. This low-concentration
description applies throughout the quantal event at radii greater than approximately 0.3 MAm.
Systematic Variation ofthe Parameters
To determine which assumptions critically affect the waveform and amplitude of the
calculated quantal event, we have varied many of the parameters around their standard values
(Table III). The computed quantal event may be characterized by the time to peak, growth
time (20-80% of peak), peak channels activated, and decay rate constant. These characteris-
tics vary little with some of the geometrical parameters, such as vesicle and cleft sizes and
diffusion constants. This insensitivity may explain how quantitatively similar quantal events
can be recorded at nerve-muscle and nerve-electroplaque synapses from many different
vertebrates. Other parameters strongly influence the quantal event: the peak amplitude is
nearly proportional to the number of molecules in a vesicle; and the decay rate constant is
nearly equal to the rate constant for channel closing, 2k-2.
Simulation ofExperimental Manipulations
RECEPTOR AND ESTERASE BLOCKADE Table III includes some entries that directly
simulate experimental manipulations. For example, receptors are blocked by elapid a-toxins
with very low reversibility; and this process may be simulated by reducing receptor density. As
a result, the calculated quantal event merely decreases in amplitude, with nearly constant
waveform, in agreement with experimental data on the a-toxins (Lester, 1970; Katz and
Miledi, 1973). For values of the density near the standard value (12,000 receptors/,Mm2), the
amplitude changes by only 3% with a 10% change in receptor density; but the dependence
becomes almost directly proportional when the quantal event has been reduced in amplitude
by about twofold. These observations support the agreement between results from two
separate experimental approaches to measuring the toxin-receptor association rate: (a)
blockade of endplate potentials (Lester, 1972) and (b) direct binding of radiolabeled toxin
(Patrick et al., 1972; Weber and Changeux, 1974).
When the standard parameters are used with the exception that the esterase terms are
omitted, the decay phase is still indistinguishable from a single exponential beginning 0.5-1
ms after the peak (Fig. 5 below). The decay rate constant decreases by nearly twofold and no
longer approximates the channel closing rate (Table III). On the other hand, the growth phase
is not much slower than for the standard event, and the peak is only 27% larger. These
observations agree with recent voltage-clamp studies on effects of anticholinesterase drugs
(Gage and McBurney, 1975). The quantal event spreads in the absence of esterase. At the
peak of the response two-thirds of the open channels occur within an area of 0.21 ,um2 (vs. 0.15
MAm2 if the esterase is active). When the response has declined to half its peak value, the
corresponding area is 0.25 Am2 (vs. 0.18 m2 if the esterase is active).
BUFFERED DIFFUSION When neither hydrolysis nor binding to receptors is present,
ACh molecules leave the cleft by diffusion alone. 1 ms after release only 0.013% of the ACh
molecules remain in the cleft (see also Eccles and Jaeger, 1958). In contrast, when the
esterase terms are omitted but the standard receptor binding is included, 65% of the molecules
remain. In the latter calculations it is clear that (a) transmitter leaves the cleft slowly because
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TABLE III
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE COMPUTED QUANTAL EVENT
Growth Time to Peak Decay
time peak channels rate
Standard event
Physical dimensions
Vesicle radius, standard value, 25 nm
2.5
250
Cleft radius, 0.5 Mm
0.25
0.375
104
Cleft height, 50 nm
25
100
Acetylcholine
Molecules in a vesicle, 10,000
5,000
20,000
Diffusion constant, 0.3,Mm2/ms
0.01
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
10.0
Acetylcholinesterase
Density, 2,600 sites/Mum2
0
7,800
0, 1,200 receptors/,Mm2
Receptors
Density, 12,000/Mm2
300
1,200
3,600
7,200
20,000
Channel closing rate, 2k-2 ms'
0.25
0.5
2
4
JAS JAS ms-'
65 207 2,057 0.82
Systematic Variations ofthe Parameters
65
56
205
195
31 105
57 175
65 210
58 180
75 240
6/21/3
2,057 0.83 6/24/5
2,052 0.83 6/24/2
1,272 0.93 1/26/2
1,928 0.86 1/27/1
2,062 0.79 6/24/3
2,460 0.78 6/18/1
1,570 0.89 6/18/3
46 180 895 0.86 6/18/4
87 245 4,184 0.82 6/18/2
421 1,010 1,557 0.71 6/17/3
119 335 2,185 0.76 6/17/1
81 250 2,151 0.79 6/15/5
55 185 1,954 0.85 6/15/4
44 165 1,756 0.89 6/15/3
37 145 1,586 0.92 6/15/2
32 140 1,443 0.94 6/15/1
<12 197 6/17/4
85
45
99
86
87
84
78
49
78
72
57
49
322
140
290
220
230
230
225
185
335
265
170
135
2,609 0.48 6/13/2
1,536 0.96 8/11/1
494 0.96 6/13/3
104
392
1,020
1,626
2,402
2,257
2,170
1,901
1,969
1.0
1.0
0.97
0.92
0.68
0.23
0.44
1.48
2.3
8/12/2
6/14/1
8/12/3
8/13/1
10/6/1
6/19/4
6/19/2
6/19/1
6/19/3
it is buffered by rebinding to receptors, and that (b) this buffering effect tends to lengthen the
calculated quantal event.
If, on the other hand, the calculations are performed with only '/io of the standard receptor
density, an acetylcholine molecule is much more likely to diffuse out of the cleft than to bind
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to one of the few receptors. The cleft soon contains too few transmitter molecules to produce
an appreciable number of doubly bound channels; almost no channels open after the peak.
Therefore, the decay phase has a time constant nearly equal to the channel duration, whether
or not the esterase terms are included (Table III). These observations agree with experimental
data on the combined effects of receptor and esterase blockade. Thus the model generates
waveforms that are consistent with experimental data and support the conclusion that, in the
absence of the esterase, transmitter molecules leave the cleft slowy because they bind
repeatedly to receptors (Katz and Miledi, 1973; Magleby and Terrar, 1975; Armstrong and
Lester, 1979).
VOLTAGE SENSITIVITY Endplate currents have a voltage-sensitive time-course,
probably because voltage governs a rate-limiting step in the closing of the ACh-receptor
channel (Magleby and Stevens, 1972a,b; Kordas, 1972a,b). To simulate the effect of
changing voltage, we have varied 2k-2, the rate constant both for dissociation of one agonist
molecule and for channel closing (Eq. 4). (We have assumed that k_,/k+1 is not voltage-
sensitive. However, the experimental data are not clear on this point. Sheridan and Lester
[1977] were able to model their voltage-jump relaxations using this assumption; but the data
can be fit almost as well by assuming that k /k+, is as voltage-sensitive as k-2/k+2 [Lester et
al., 1978].') An e-fold increase in 2k2 corresponds roughly to a shift of membrane potential
by 85 mV in the positive direction (Magleby and Stevens, 1972 a,b; Gage and McBurney,
1975; Sheridan and Lester, 1975, 1977). Over the range from 2k-2 = 0.25 ms-' to 2
ms '-corresponding to a range of 177 mV-the peak activation varies by < 20%, but the
decay rate constant changes by a factor of 6.43-almost as much as the channel duration
(Table III and Fig. 3). Thus our calculations support the conjecture that the decay rate of the
postsynaptic current is governed principally by the agonist-receptor interaction (Magleby and
Stevens, 1972a,b; Kordas 1972a,b).
It is a clear experimental result that the decay rate retains most or all of its voltage
sensitivity in the absence of acetylcholinesterase, although the rates themselves decrease by
severalfold (Magleby and Stevens, 1972a,b; Kordas, 1972a,b; Gage and McBurney, 1975;
Sheridan and Lester, 1977). With hyperpolarization the channel lifetime increases and
transmitter remains bound to the receptor for a longer average time. Thus, the overall affinity
of ACh for the receptor increases (Eq. 4), and transmitter is more strongly buffered by
receptors. Therefore, the transmitter leaves the cleft more slowly and the decay is lengthened
in a voltage-dependent fashion (Colquhoun, 1975; Lester et al., 1978). The calculations
reproduce this effect (Fig. 3).
The experimental data are unclear about two, more subtle, calculated effects of variations
in channel duration. The first point concerns the situation at very brief channel durations. For
2k2 = 4 ms -'-corresponding to a membrane potential of + 40 mV-the calculated quantal
event does decay much more slowly than the channel duration, and the amplitude decreases.
The experimental data are mixed on this point (Anderson and Stevens, 1973; Sheridan and
Lester, 1977; Stevens, 1978). The second point is that the calculated growth phase becomes
slightly faster as the channel duration decreases (Table II). Magleby and Stevens (1972a,b)
noted that depolarization decreases the growth time of endplate currents, which are slightly
'Lester, H. A., D. D. Koblin, and R. E. Sheridan. Unpublished calculations.
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asynchronous linear sums of quantal currents. In this laboratory, we have noted a similar
effect in Electrophorus postsynaptic currents. Magleby and Stevens (1972b) attributed this
result to voltage sensitivity of the opening rate but this interpretation rested on the
assumption, now recognized as incorrect, that only a small proportion of receptors are
activated during nicotinic transmission. Gage and McBurney (1975) found no significant
voltage effects on the growth time of miniature endplate currents, but changes of the size
predicted would probably have escaped notice.
TEMPERATURE The standard event is calculated with parameters appropriate to
250C. We have simulated temperature variations by assuming that a Qlo of 1.25 applies to the
diffusion coefficient for ACh and that the acetylcholinesterase binding rate, its turnover
number, and the 4 receptor rate constants (k,1, k,2) all have a Ql, of 3. At 150C the calculated
growth time increases by a factor of 1.83; this could represent a significant discrepancy with
the experimental measurement of 1.2 (Gage and McBurney, 1975).
Two other calculated effects of temperature agree well with the experimental data. (a) If
the experimental Qio of 1.5 for the amplitude of miniature postsynaptic currents (Gage and
McBurney, 1975) is divided by an assumed value of 1.25 for the channel conductance, one
concludes that actual quantal events involve 1.2 times fewer channels at 15 than at 250C. In
the simulations for 1 50C, the calculated peak number of open channels decreases by a factor
of 1.25. (b) At 15sC the calculated decay rate decreases by a factor of 2.73, which falls within
the range of 2.5-3.5 measured experimentally in several laboratories (Gage, 1976; Steinbach
and Stevens, 1976).
The experimental data are unclear on whether the rate constant for channel closing, 2k-2,
has the same temperature sensitivity at all voltages (Anderson and Stevens, 1973; Gage and
Van Helden, 1979). We have assumed that 2k-2 does have a voltage-independent Qio of
exactly 3. Nonetheless the calculated responses display a small interaction between tempera-
ture and the voltage dependence of the PSC decay rate. At -204 mV, the calculated decay
10
10 8
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- mV 6e
-255 -170 -85 0 +8s Half-Decoy Time
ms 4
Decay Rate 2
mst
0
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,0 -
-
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_ / ~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~4,000
6 /I'26 2,000 _0.1 I 11
O. 10 _/ 16/28-7/41
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FIGURE 3 FIGURE 4
FIGURE 3 Voltage sensitivity of the calculated decay rate constant with and without esterase. See text.
FIGURE 4 Postsynaptic potentiation in the absence of esterase. See text.
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rate constant decreases by a factor of 2.9 between 250 and 150; at + 34 mV the factor is only
2.4. Thus the calculated decay rate constant has a slightly lower Qlo at depolarized potentials,
as found experimentally by Magleby and Stevens (1972b).
POSTSYNAPTIC POTENTIATION IN THE ABSENCE OF ESTERASE Hartzell et al. (1975)
showed that the nonlinear dose-response curve and the buffering effect could produce
potentiation of both amplitude and duration in postsynaptic responses if the enzymatic
hydrolysis is suppressed. Because our equations have radial symmetry, we could not directly
simulate the overlapping flanks from two neighboring quanta (Hartzell et al., 1975). Instead,
quantal events were calculated for vesicles containing varying numbers of ACh molecules. To
allow more room for lateral interactions, we set the cleft radius to 1.5 M,m (the standard value
is 0.5 ,m). Because potentiation would be strongest at the nonlinear start of the dose-response
curve, one expects to see marked effects with just a few ACh molecules per vesicle. The
calculations bear out these expectations (Fig. 4), and potentiation is clear for vesicle contents
of much less than the standard size. For instance, when the quantal size increases from 500 to
2,000 molecules, the calculated response increases by nearly a factor of 10.
Fig. 4 also presents results in agreement with the experimental observation that quantal
events with higher peak amplitudes have longer waveforms (Negrete et al., 1972; Fig. 13A of
Hartzell et al., 1975). For a detailed comparison with the data, we assume that in the
experiment of Hartzell et al. (1975) the channel conductance was 23 pS and the driving force
was 75 mV (Dionne and Parsons, 1977). Therefore uniquantal responses of 2 and 6 nA
correspond to 1,160 and 3,478 channels, respectively. The observed half-decay times were
approximately 3.5 and 5.6 ms for these amplitudes. Calculated responses with these
amplitudes have half-decay times of 3.3 and 5.1 ms, in good agreement with the experimental
data.
To investigate the importance of cleft geometry in the absence of esterase, we calculated
quantal events for the standard number ofACh molecules in a vesicle (10,000) and for various
cleft radii (Fig. 5). As the radius increases, potentiation is added at later times and the
waveforms have a long, nonexponential "tail" as observed experimentally (Fig. 7A of Hartzell
et al., 1975). Peak activation is constant (=2,650 channels) for all radii >0.5 Mum; and the
half-decline time is constant (4.5 ms) for all radii > 1.0M,m. Thus in contrast to the simulations
with normal esterase, the computed quantal event is strongly influenced by the cleft geometry
when the esterase is inhibited; and this fact may underly some of the variability among
experimental results obtained with anticholinesterase treatments in different preparations.
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FIGURE 5 Effect of varying cleft radius in the absence of esterase.
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DISCUSSION
To the extent that these calculations furnish a good description of the quantal event, both
under normal conditions and during the various experimental manipulations, they provide
reassurance that one possesses a reasonably complete and self-consistent set of data.
Nonetheless we stress that our scheme must remain tentative because we have not seriously
explored alternatives to the five fundamental assumptions given in the theory section.
Furthermore a number of ancillary assumptions bear discussion here.
(a) The assumptions about acetylcholine-receptor interactions, and about channel activa-
tion, derive principally from the voltage-jump relaxation studies of Sheridan and Lester
(1977). These studies led to the conclusion that ACh-receptor channels open at a rate that is
linear with [ACh] for concentrations in excess of =10 Mum; at 250C the constant of
proportionality is 2 x 107 M-'s-'. We have assumed that this linearity extends to the much
higher concentrations that exist locally during the growth phase of the miniature event. An
alternative possibility is that the opening rate levels off at high [ACh], possibly because of a
rate-limiting conformational change (cf., Magleby and Stevens, 1972a,b). Such a scheme
receives some support from recent data on the concentration dependence of voltage-jump
kinetics (Adams and Sakmann, 1978) and on kinetics with a covalently bound agonist (Lester
et al., 1979). If, for instance, the conformational change had a rate constant of 10 ms-1, the
computed growth time would be a factor of 1.5-2 longer; and this would agree better with
experimental data at 250C (Gage and McBurney, 1975; Lester et al., 1978). The peak
response would be smaller, but this characteristic cannot yet be used as a definitive criterion
because it also depends strongly on receptor density and on molecules per vesicle, which are
known only approximately.
The specific model used here also predicts that the channel opening rate depends on the
square of ACh concentration for [ACh] lower than =10 Mum - 300 molecules/Mim2. The
calculated [ACh] substantially exceeds this value over most of the cleft during the first 500 Ms
of the standard event (Fig. 2). Therefore, events during this period are not strongly influenced
by this assumption. At later times the ACh concentration does drop this low. The number of
receptors involved may be estimated in two ways: (1) 300 molecules/MAm2 could open at most
150 channels/Mum2, or 118 receptors within the standard cleft. (2) At 10 MLM ACh, the
equation for equilibrium activation (Eq. 14 in Sheridan and Lester, 1977) gives 7.9%, or 74
receptors within the synaptic cleft. Other molecular models would make specific predictions
about the number of channels activated and about the time-course of activation; but the
actual experimental signals might be too small to permit a decision among models.
(b) Transmitter release mechanisms are largely unknown on the time scale (10-100 ,s) of
interest here. If, for instance, a quantum of transmitter were released over 40-100 Mus, rather
than instantaneously as assumed, the growth phase would also be longer. A related possibility,
considered by Gage and McBurney (1975), is that transmitter crosses the height of the cleft
more slowly than the 10 Ms or so appropriate to a diffusion coefficient of 3 x 10-6 cm2/s.
Perhaps the cleft has anisotropic diffusion properties.
(c) Another point of uncertainty concerns the enzyme, acetylcholinesterase. We have
simply assumed that catalysis proceeds as if the enzyme were free in solution. In fact,
however, enzyme molecules are likely to exist in specialized, oligomeric arrays, possibly
attached to basement membrane, within the synaptic cleft (Rieger et al., 1973; Dudai et al.,
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1973). Although most oligomeric forms of the enzyme have catalytic properties very similar to
the basic subunit (Massoulie and Rieger, 1969), esterase function may be greatly influenced
by the special molecular environment of the synaptic cleft.
(d) Our calculations are also completely uninformative about the role of specialized
structures, such as junctional folds and Schwann cell processes, found at some nicotinic
synapses. Because nicotinic synapses all display quantal responses with similar time-course
and amplitude, and because the present calculations yield a good description without taking
into account these structures at all, one might conclude that these structures do not influence
the quantal response directly. The assumed disc-like geometry is certainly an oversimplifica-
tion, but the calculated standard event is so localized that it remains unaffected by structures
located 0.5 ,um and further from the release point. Thus it seems, for example, that completely
independent quantal events could occur at adjacent "synaptic units" of the frog endplate
(Matthews-Bellinger and Salpeter, 1978). The specialized structures may function in the
removal of the molecules that appear in the synaptic cleft as a byproduct of the quantal event.
Each event produces =7,000 acetate and choline ions, an equal number of protons (several
orders of magnitude more than the normal number free in the cleft), and = 1.2 x 106 K+ ions
(100 times the normal number).
The normal quantal event also seems relatively immune to "off-center" release. If the
release point is 0.25 ,um, or only 5 vesicle diameters, from 1 edge of an extensive synapse, the
results of Table III allow the conclusion that peak activation would be diminished by only
10%.
In conclusion it may be stated that these calculations provide justification and additional
confirmation for the following concepts that derive from recent research. When the esterase is
active, most receptors near the point of release are activated once by ACh molecules which are
then rapidly hydrolyzed when released from receptors. When esterase is inactive, the quantal
event spreads radially and its time-course is governed by multiple activation and by buffered
diffusion.
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